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MAPS AVAILABLE (TOTAL ON THIS PAGE 106)

REQUISITION MAPS BY STOCK NUMBER

Stock numbers are constructed as follows:
A. The first 5 characters consist of the map series number. When the series number is less than 5 characters, the 5th character is the letter X.
B. The remaining characters of the stock number are the map sheet number.
Exceptions: (1) The words "ALL SHEETS" are used in lieu of sheet number if stock number is intended to identify all available sheets of map series. (2) The word "INDEX" is used in lieu of sheet number to identify the series index.
C. Examples: (SERIES M515)
SHEET NO.
NP 35-36-10
STOCK NO.
M515XNP353610
ALL AVAILABLE SHEETS
M515XALLSHEETS
INDEX
M515XINDEX

THE DELINEATION OF INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARIES ON THIS MAP MUST NOT BE CONSIDERED AUTHORITATIVE

TYPE: Topographic, 5 colors.
FORMAT: Standard sheets 15" x 14" E.W above 68°, 17" E.W 68° to 66°, and 19" E.W below 66°; Transverse Mercator projection, 1:50,000 meter UTM grid.
SYMBOLS: AIMS.
SOURCE: Compiled by AMS from original Norwegian, Swedish, Finnish, German, and Danish maps at various scales, aerial photography where available and miscellaneous data.

CHARACTERISTICS: Three classifications of boundaries are designated; road classified by zones at 100 meter intervals; heights in meters; populated places symbolized by circle or star to size with population breakdown indicated by type size; isolated farms and cottages shown; roads classified by surface, weatherability, and width; railroads classified by gauge, single or multiple track, wooded shown by green; hydrographic danger lines; glaciers.